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13.2 DELEGATION MANUAL UPDATE 

Author: Executive Manager of Finance and Human Services 
Attachments: 1 Delegation Manual - Page 5    
  

PURPOSE (EXECUTIVE SUMMARY) 
This report provides Council with a minor update to Council’s delegation manual for approval. 

BACKGROUND & PREVIOUS COUNCIL CONSIDERATION 
Council will recall at the November 2018 meeting it approved a delegation manual which provides 
autonomy and consistency for staff to undertake their roles. It is imperative to have clarity around 
what delegations various staff can and cannot undertake. This manual has been developed to 
assist with this clarity.  

As a general rule staff should be empowered to undertake their roles without too many controls. 
However controls are required to minimise risk. This delegation manual is a control “tool” and it is 
believed to provide an acceptable balance of autonomy for staff and sufficient control to minimise 
risks. 

The document covers delegation for the following activities; 

- Human Resources and Financial 

- Contracts and Services 

- Legal and Public Relations 

- Policy and Procedures 

- Complaints 

The document is a common tool for the CEO to be able to delegate tasks, but maintain a 
satisfactory degree of control. The document aims to illustrate the lowest or minimum level at 
which a delegate can exercise an action in the organisation, however it does not prevent any level 
higher in the organisation from being the decision maker or delegate. 

Council’s executive recently discussed a change to one area of the current delegation manual 
involving the delegated authority for position descriptions. The current delegation manual (page 5 
attached) has elements of this activity delegated to Executive Managers and the suggestion is to 
change this to the CEO for greater control and consistency. 

FINANCIAL & RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
Nil 

 

RECOMMENDATION 
That Council approve an update to the Delegation Manual on page 5 for the staff: position 
descriptions as follows; 

 

Approve changes to 
existing position 
descriptions and approve 
new position descriptions  
 

 
For all Staff  

 
CEO 

Approves changes to 
existing position titles 

 
For all Staff 

 
CEO 
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13.3 CREDIT CARD POLICY 

Author: Executive Manager of Finance and Human Services 
Attachments: 1 Credit Card Policy - version 5    
  

PURPOSE (EXECUTIVE SUMMARY) 
This report provides an updated and reviewed credit card policy for Council’s approval.  

BACKGROUND & PREVIOUS COUNCIL CONSIDERATION 
Council has a corporate credit facility of $60,000. Whilst it is important to provide a convenient and 
efficient method of purchasing, it is equally important to ensure that all transactions adhere to 
acceptable internal control requirements and Councils statutory Procurement Policy.  

The primary changes to this policy are card holder limits due to changes in the organisation chart 
and position responsibilities. 

The changes to the previous policy have been highlighted for Council’s ease of approval. 

FINANCIAL & RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
This policy limits the ability of card holders/user from engaging in unauthorised transactions, not 
inline with Councils existing policies. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
That Council adopt the revised Credit Card Policy as tabled. 
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13.4 EXECUTIVE MANAGER FINANCE AND HUMAN SERVICES MONTHLY REPORT 

Author: Executive Manager of Finance and Human Services 
Attachments: Nil 
  

PURPOSE (EXECUTIVE SUMMARY) 
This report provides Council with an overview of the programs and projects tracking within the 
Finance and Human Services directorate as at 31st December, 2019. The report is at a high level 
and is not intended to duplicate matters that Program Managers will cover in their normal quarterly 
reports. 

BACKGROUND & PREVIOUS COUNCIL CONSIDERATION 
Facilities Management Program  

• Council’s Facilities Manager has resigned, effective 30th December, 2019. The advertising 
and recruitment processes have progressed during December, with shortlisting finalised. 
Interviews are scheduled for Tuesday 7th January 2020. 

• Council’s bakery continues to struggle with the current oven, which is prone to breaking 
down. It is envisaged a replacement will be required imminently. Council’s Facilities 
Manager is progressing the procurement. Indications are a replacement oven could total 
$60,000 (including installation) which may require Council approval as is unlikely to be 
funded from Council’s existing budget. 

• Council’s kiosk facilities at Lelka Murrin and the Airport are still closed. EOI are being 
developed to provide Council with an “off-island” solution due to the problems associated 
with management turnover in the past. EOI’s at a local level have not secured a suitable 
solution, however Council will continue to drive local involvement with any chosen solution. 

• As per Council’s Corporate / Operational Plan outcome, a local based security service 
contractor commenced on Friday 27th December, 2019. This met Council’s timeframe goal 
within the plan. 
 

Finance Program 

• Council has secured a risk management system from LG Software Solutions. The system is 
currently being populated with all of Council’s risks (strategic and operational). It is 
envisaged this will be completed in time for Council to meet its Corporate / Operational Plan 
outcome of an Annual Risk Register reported to Council in April. 

• EOI’s for outsourced payroll service providers closed during late November. These EOI’s 
are currently being reviewed and analysed. It was envisaged to report this to Council at the 
January meeting however this has not been possible due to staff leave commitments. It is 
envisaged a report will be tabled for the February 2020 meeting.  

• Council’s finance team have been investigating a project management and control system 
on behalf of the Executive Manager Infrastructure Services. This is to ensure projects are 
well managed within the organisation and are completed on time and budget. One system 
has been assessed to assist with this risk and a presentation will be arranged for the 
Executive team in early January, 2020. The product is developed by LG Software 
Solutions. This system could address the Corporate / Operation Plan outcome which the 
EMIS is responsible for, but which the finance team have been eager to assist in driving the 
project to date. 

• Grant Thornton (GT) finalised their initial sustainability reports for Council during the month 
of December. These are included in another report within the Council agenda. These 
reports meet the Corporate / Operation Plan outcome of having services reviewed for 
financial sustainability by 30th June 2020.  GT is next due to visit in the week commencing 
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10th February 2020, to undertake the Warehouse, Workshop and Plant, Airport and Waste 
Management programs.  

Information Technology & Communications Program 

• Council is continuing to move all its records to the “cloud” as a risk management initiative. 
In accordance with the Corporate / Operational Plan outcome this is expected to be 
completed by the goal of 30th June, 2020. 

• Councilwise will be on-site to discuss ITC support agreements from 27th January to 31st 
January, 2020. 
 

Sport, Recreation & Events Program 

• Council’s Sport, Recreation & Events (SRE) Manager has resigned, effective date 17th 
January, 2020. The advertising and recruitment processes have commenced.  

• The plan of rehabilitation for the Council Oval is currently suffering from a lack of water (due 
to restrictions) and a lack of sand (required to fill the furrows). Due to the resignation of the 
SRE Manager the day to day management of the oval is likely to revert back to the 
Technical Services team until a replacement SRE Manager is appointed. There is a plan of 
management that can be implemented if the water and sand resourcing issues can be 
overcome.  
 

Work Health & Safety Program 

• Work is continuing on the WHS framework and plan as per the Corporate / Operational 
Plan. This work is being undertaken by Council’s contractor ABW Compliance Consultants. 
The goal of 30th June 2020 for this outcome is well on track and expectations are that it will 
be reported to Council within the next quarter. This will create a strong foundation for 
sustaining the Council’s WHS obligations.  

• Council continues to address WHSQ improvement notices issued. The main outstanding 
issue is chlorine management at the Water Treatment Plant. This is well in hand, with 
training and gas handling measures being implemented.  

• Council had two staff on rehabilitation and return to work measures as at the end of 
November. 

• There were no lost time injury (LTI) reports for November.  

• The next site visit is scheduled for 13 – 23 January 2020, which will include fire safety 
training, induction training, toolbox training and continuation of the risk register and WHS 
plan. Site Inspections will also be undertaken. 
  

General Matters 

• The Mayor and Acting CEO participated in the monthly teleconference catch-up with DG 
Chris Sarra on Monday 2nd December. Of particular interest was the discussion surrounding 
the recycling program at Cherbourg and the showcase undertaken by Wujal Wujal at QLD 
State Parliament House. 

• Teleconference with AON representatives (insurance broker) on 5th December, to discuss 
claims management and risk management projects for Council. 

• The Executive Manager undertook the Acting CEO role for a significant period in 
December. Actual period 8th November to 12th December, excluding 19th – 21st November. 

• The Executive Manager had a leave break from 12th December to 16th December 
(inclusive). 

• Teleconference with Councilwise on 18th December, to discuss the progression of future 
ITC service agreement arrangements as reported to Council in December. 
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• A Local Disaster Management Group (LDMG) meeting was attended on 19th December, 
with various community representatives.  

• The Executive Manager led the cooking team at the New Years Eve event which was 
attended by approximately 150 community members, mostly children. He was capably 
assisted by our Warehouse Manager and Supply Coordinator and many thanks to them 
both for volunteering their time. 

• A number of staff in all programs enjoyed leave absences during the xmas and new year 
period. 

FINANCIAL & RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
Nil 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
That Council receives and notes the report. 
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13.5 BOAT SAFETY EQUIPMENT 

Author: Executive Manager of Finance and Human Services 
Attachments: Nil 
  

PURPOSE (EXECUTIVE SUMMARY) 
This report provides the results of an investigation into the provision of Boat Safety Equipment at 
the Council Warehouse. This matter was raised in general business on 11th December, 2019 by 
Councillors at an informal Council meeting. 

BACKGROUND & PREVIOUS COUNCIL CONSIDERATION 
The Warehouse Manager and her team have investigated this matter and provide the following 
information and plan to respond to the request if approved by Council. 
 
As per the QLD regulation below it is recommended stocking the below boat safety equipment at 
MSC warehouse. Note the stock levels are at a minimum initially to gauge community 
requirements/usage. Flare kits, EPIRBS and extinguishers will all need to be prepaid prior to 
ordering due to cost, storage requirements & expiry dates. The warehouse team have also 
submitted a request in Vendor panel for local suppliers to provide the safety equipment (this 
expires on the 3rd of January). 
 
As for prepaid safety equipment it will be the same as the private works issues process. See below 
steps.  
 

• Warehouse team will source & supply a quotation from the supplier including freight 
• Warehouse to populate the Private works form with the unit cost of the equipment (this has 

a 30% mark up for sale of goods to the public) 
• Private works form is provided to the requestor for immediate payment via EFT or cash 
• Requestor provides a copy of the receipt to the warehouse team 
• Warehouse team will commence ordering process 
• Requestor contacted by the warehouse team when material has arrived 

 

Equipment Approx cost Stock level (initial) Comments 
Adult life jacket $13.49 3  
Child life jacket $17.99 3  
Sand Anchors $35.00 2  
Reef Anchors $45.00 2  
Blueline Telescopic paddle $34.99 2  
BLA Safety Gas horn cannister $20.00 3  
Blueline Marine compass $24.49 3  
5 function safety whistle $6.49 3  
Coast Safety Bailer kit with V sheet $49.99 2  

RFD inshore flare kit 
$74.99 0 

Customer must prepay prior to 
ordering due to expiry dates 

EPIRB GPS Rescuse ME $299.00 0 
Customer must prepay prior to 
ordering due to cost 

Quell Marine fire extinguisher $39.99 0 
Customer must prepay prior to 
ordering due to expiry dates 

 
The following is a listing of the standard safety equipment for registered boats 
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FINANCIAL & RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
Nil 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
That Council approve Boat Safety Equipment being held at the Warehouse on the above basis. 
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13.6 FINANCIAL REPORT AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 2019 

Author: Finance Manager 
Attachments: 1 Financial Statements as at December 2019   

2 Capital Budget Summary as at December 2019    
  

PURPOSE (EXECUTIVE SUMMARY) 
This report provides Council with a financial report as required under Section 204 of the Local 
Government Regulation 2012. The financial report must state the progress that has been made in 
relation to the local government’s budget for the period of the financial year up to a day as near as 
practicable to the end of the month before the meeting is held. This report provides the following 
attachments as supporting information as at 31st December 2019 (i.e. 50.00% through the financial 
year); 

- Statement of Comprehensive Income  

- Statement of Financial Position 

- Statement of Cash Flows 

- Capital Budget Summary 

 

BACKGROUND & PREVIOUS COUNCIL CONSIDERATION 
The following graphs illustrate the main points of interest. The data is drawn from the attached 
documents and comparative information which has been drawn from information presented to 
council in previous reporting months.  

 

 

 

Comment: Total Income at 42% of total budget. Slightly down on budget YTD, predominantly as a 
result of timing of forecasted capital grants and contributions. Total recurrent revenue is 52% of 
budget as at 31 December 2019. 

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
2018 2.065 1.219 4.280 1.293 1.239 1.421 1.580 1.748 1.044 1.603 7.514
2019 4.182 3.031 3.89 4.198 4.331 4.066 1.438 2.361 1.647 0.767 3.213 3.458
2020 2.358 5.552 0.727 3.324 1.921 0.947
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Comment: Expenditure at 53% of total budget and above the current budget. Whilst employee 
benefits are currently 48% of budget as at 31 December 2019, materials and services are currently 
at 56% of budget.   

 

 

Comment: A current ratio above 1 is considered a minimum. Compared to 2018 this indicator 
excludes unexpended grant balances and debtors older than 30 days being included from current 
assets. It is envisaged this indicator will decrease in the later half of the year as Council draws 
down on the operational assistance grants received. 

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
2018 1.625 1.407 1.461 1.739 2.229 3.273 3.768 1.8 -1.962 2.21 2
2019 1.938 2.119 2.477 2.722 3.197 2.089 2.421 2.159 4.009 0.459 3.346 2.027

2020 1.217 2.453 2.752 1.967 2.706 2.153
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Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
2018 8.239 11.874 13.349 14.208 8.649 8.094 7.333 6.588 5.736 5.683 5.522
2019 1.350 0.747 1.212 1.302 0.760 0.312 0.262 0.453 0.245 -0.386 -0.241 -0.203
2019 -0.048 2.164 -0.536 1.725 2.190 2.026
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Comment: This graph provides comfort if it is trending upwards. This has slightly decreased in 
December due to paying of works for capital projects totalling $692k for the month. When 
unexpended grants are excluded, Council has a positive cash at bank of $1.397m. Similar to the 
current ratio, this is expected to decline in future months as Council draws down on the operational 
grants. 

 

 

 

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
2018 8.7616 11.21 12.679 10.997 10.225 8.118 6.837 6.536 6.928 5.927 4.183 7.403
2019 9.398 3.374 5.273 3.964 4.757 3.394 2.68 2.932 2.658 1.181 1.027 1.682
2020 3.248 3.951 2.965 6.387 5.833 5.118
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Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
2018 2.025 0.971 0.932 1.12 0.912 1.392 1.104 1.283 1.267 1.398 1.596 2.419
2019 3.485 2.746 2.489 2.709 1.604 2.35 1.221 0.982 0.826 0.493 1.721 1.553
2020 1.035 4.237 4.004 1.650 2.580 1.895
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Comment: This graph should be trending downwards from the commencement of each year and 
has well and truly commenced this trend for 2019/2020. Whilst good progress has been achieved 
in the collection of council service charge revenue and ongoing housing program works, there are 
still several general service charges being followed up. Council will refer old accounts not being 
paid to debt collectors.  

 

 

 

Comment: This graph should hover around the 0 +/- 5% trend line. This would represent an 
organisation on track with budget management and may take years to develop. A large diversion 
from 0% indicates a poor budget prediction for income by managers. Increased ownership and 
education measures have been developed as part of this year’s budget process. The Actual to 
Budget Income variance has just fallen to -16.13% in December 2019, which predominantly is due 
to timing differences on the forecasting of Capital Grants and Contributions. 

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

2018 1.39% -19.38% 23.79% 3.81% -22.63% -26.45% -36.96% -42.28% -42.20% -43.49% -43.44% -25.88%

2019 113.59% 84.19% 89.02% 95.37% 100.53% 101.72% 83.39% 75.54% 65.38% 52.76% 53.79% 55.69%

2020 -19.96% 34.25% -2.27% 1.50% -5.78% -16.13%
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Comment: This graph should hover around the 0 +/- 5% trend-line. This would represent an 
organisation on track with budget management and may take many years to develop. Current year 
tracking is higher than budget. The quantity of diversion from 0% illustrates a worrying budget 
prediction for expenditure by managers. Increased ownership and education measures had been 
developed during this year’s budget process, which are beginning to take effect. The actual to 
budget expenditure variance has decreased slightly for the month to 5.75% in December 2019. 

 

 

Comment: The expense coverage ratio has been included for the first time in 2019/2020 as is 
considered by QAO as a good indicator of a Council’s short term liquidity. A healthy target as 
suggested by QAO is between three (3) and six (6). Mornington is one of nine (9) QLD councils 

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

2018 -16.19% -21.82% -25.56% -24.08% -31.90% -31.31% -41.12% -31.94% -32.47% -46.12% -43.96% -42.78%

2019 3.42% 8.24% 16.22% 23.48% 32.90% 29.33% 29.31% 27.55% 37.15% 25.88% 30.67% 28.79%

2020 -41.69% -12.07% 2.57% 0.49% 6.27% 5.75%
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with a cash expense coverage ratio of less than 3 months. This indicator needs to increase and 
further cost control measures may need to be taken if the ratio does not increase to acceptable 
levels. This ratio will decrease again as Council draws down on this cash. There is further works 
being reviewed to reduce operational expenditure, and maximise income opportunities. 

 

 

 

Comment: The actual days to collect debtors measures how quickly cash is being collected from 
debtors. A shorter number of days is preferred, else Council is financing debts of individuals and 
organisations. Council has implemented an interest charge for overdue debtors. It is hoped this 
acts as a disincentive for debtors with outstanding debts. A significant reduction in aged  
outstanding debtors occurred in December with good collections with our housing programs. The 
actual number of days to collect debtors increased to an average of 75 Days, as the general 
service charges become due and payable. Some institutions have elected to stage these payments 
over the course of the year on a quarterly arrangement.  

 

FINANCIAL & RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
It is noted that the actual to budget income variance had decreased by -16.13%, and the actual to 
budget expenditure variance had increased by +5.75% indicating a widening gap in the forecasted 
net result. The increase in the actual to budget income variance is due to timing differences in the 
forecasting of the capital grants and contributions.  

 

 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
That Council notes and receives the information in this report. 

 
 

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
2018 16.37 18.46 120.39 131.43 23.23 96.52 88.73 66.07 68.50 92.62 38.16 20.90
2019 38.39 67.68 142.11 84.54 470.79 32.41 107.48 38.71 29.22 82.44 14.39 30.79
2020 90.35 23.30 111.27 117.79 41.03 75.31
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14 STAFF REPORTS - INFRASTRUCTURE & TECHNICAL SERVICES 

14.1 TECHNICAL SERVICES MONTHLY REPORT 

Author: Plumber 
Attachments: Nil 
  

PURPOSE (EXECUTIVE SUMMARY) 
To provide council with an update regarding monthly activities conducted by the Technical 
Services Department. 

BACKGROUND & PREVIOUS COUNCIL CONSIDERATION 
Water samples are taken on a daily basis from a number of sample points, throughout the 
township, to monitor the chlorine residual of the drinking water. Daily clean out of sewer grates at 
the ponds and monitoring pump stations A, B, and C. Daily maintenance work is being carried out 
at Clearwater to keep treatment process running efficiently. Maintenance work is being carried out 
on fire hydrants and valves around the community. We have found that some fire hydrants are not 
working in their full capacity and repairs for this is underway. 
   
Table 1: Processed water going to community 

Month 
End 

Usage in 
KL 

Month 
End 

Usage in 
KL 

Month  
End 

Usage in 
KL 

Month  
End 

Usage in 
KL 

Jan 31,557 
KL 

April 26,681 
KL 

July 31,172 KL Oct 35,171 KL 

Feb 27,786 
KL 

May 26,113 
KL 

Aug 29,701 KL Nov 31,852 KL 

March 28,355 
KL 

June 29,779 
KL 

Sept 33,000 KL Dec 32,819 KL 

Total 87,698 
KL 

Total 82,573 
KL 

Total 92,873 Total 99,842 

 

Table 2: Monthly rainfall 

Month 
End 

Rainfall Month 
End 

Rainfall Month  
End 

Rainfall Month  
End 

Rainfall 

Jan 255 mm April 40mm July 1 mm Oct 3 mm 

Feb 82 mm May 35 mm Aug 2 mm Nov 6 mm 

March 330 mm June 1 mm Sept 1 mm Dec 120 mm 

Total 667 mm Total 76 mm Total 4 mm Total 129 mm 

 

Table 3: Dam capacity values (in %) taken on the last day of each month  

Month 
End 

Dam 
Capacity 

Month 
End 

Dam 
Capacity 

Month  
End 

Dam 
Capacity 

Month  
End 

Dam 
Capacity 

Jan 66% April 100% July 89% Oct 69% 
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Feb 67% May 98% Aug        83% Nov 64 % 

March 103% June 94% Sept 76% Dec 64% 

        

 
PARKS AND GARDENS 
Maintenance works has been carried out throughout the community with street cleaning and 
rubbish  remove along fence lines. Also B.A.S work with mow & tidy , tree trimming. A new contract 

has been awarded with Air Services contract for site mowing and rubbish removal. 
CIVIL 
Civil crew have assisted with barge delivery’s and have also assisted with Parks & Gardens crew 
with tree trimming & rubbish removal. Works has also been carried out with Housing with car ports 
and driveways with rubbish removal. 
LANDFILL 
The landfill crew are continuing with the three times a week rubbish collection. Two days a week 
clear landfill/dump. 
AIRPORT 
Mornington Island Airport has had its annual Aerodrome Technical Inspection and in the report it 
has been noted that the cross strip has been closed until repairs have been carried out to re-open. 
During the storms and lightning strikes the landing lights were faulted out, repairs have been 
carried out but still require more work.   
ANIMAL CONTROL 
Presentation was given to the December Council meeting by the Animal Control Officer. He has 
submitted his resignation and left the island. Recruitment processes for a replacement have 
commenced.  
SEWERAGE TREATMENT PLANT  
A report is attached to advise Council of the status of the sewerage treatment plant effluent outfall 
project. (Please see Attachment 1) 
ICCIP FUNDING 
CHLORINE DOSING SYSTEM – There is a requirement for Council to change the existing 
gaseous chlorine dosing system to liquid chlorine, which includes some building works. This is due 
to the gaseous chlorine system in place does not comply with WHS and the upgrade is needed to 
as a priority.  Funding has been applied for under the Indigenous Councils Critical Infrastructure 
Program for $103,010.60 which when approved will be included in Council’s capital budget for 
2019 - 2020.  
UPGRADE PUMP STATIONS- Upgrade pump stations to include, where necessary, supply and 
install pumps, gantry trollies valves, pedestal, guide rails, riser pipes with in the well, installation of 
a flow meter and a upgrade of the electrical component’s and connection to council SCADA 
system.  Funding has been applied for under the Indigenous Councils Critical Infrastructure 
Program for $200,000.00 which when approved will be included in Council’s capital budget for  
2019 - 2020. 
TITLE:  
Progress Report December ‘19: MISC contract: 2018-002:Design & Construct Repairs to 
Mornington Is. Effluent Outfall 
 

Stake Holder Personnel Signature/ Date 
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Introduction 
The design and construct contract involves the repairs to the Ocean Effluent outfall from the 
sewerage treatment plant.  The progress report provides the client with an overall view of the 
progress of the project. The contract stages are; 

1. Initial Contract administration 
2. Survey & Investigation 
3. Design 
4. Material purchase 
5. Prefabrication of anchors and effluent pipe 
6. Transport and Site establishment 
7. Installation of Effluent Components 
8. Contract signing off and demobilization  

The QA plan provides client contact points during the contract.  
Summary 
Contract progress is in the mid stages of Contract stage 7 “Installation of Effluent Components.”  
Diffuser assembly and entire length of subsea Pipeline has been layed with anchors and anodes.  
Physical Progress 

1. Finished 2nd phase Preliminary Investigation & Survey report 
2. Finished anchor fabrication 
3. Finished Diffuser & Diffuser anchor  
4. Barge sections loaded and freighted to Burketown 
5. Anchors loaded and freighted to Burketown  
6. Pipe Loaded and freighted to Burketown 
7. All equipment and Materials barged to Mornington Island 
8. Site set up and establishment  
9. Diffuser Block and assembly installed in position 
10. Entire length of pipeline layed with anchors/anodes  
11. Barge anchored securely for Christmas break  

 
Current And immediate future Activities 
Work to be carried out after Christmas Break 

Client: Davide Torr 
Contract Superintendent’s 
Representative 
MISC 

 

Project Officer Tyson van Prooije  
Project Manager 
Bluewater Marine Qld. 

January 3, 2020 

Reviewer N.A.  
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• Remove old pipeline section through hard rock and up beach 

• Hire MISC 24t excavator to trench section through rocky tidal zone  

• Weld final section of Pipe to attach to subsea pipeline to Manhole 3 

• Lay pipeline into pre trench with anchors and anodes through rock section and beach. 

• Lay pipeline in trench up hill and connect to man hole 3.  
Contractual issues 
Due to forced time delays from capital works permit investigations, we are now in the summer 
weather patterns. Seasonal weather changes normal at this time of year have created difficult 
working conditions. Latent costs will be charged due to bad weather on the following days: 
 

Date Lost Hours Weather Conditions Cost 

Saturday 14/12/19 10 25-30klm/hr W-NW  $     1,329.70  

    $     1,329.70  

 
Breakdown of cost: 

Description Person/Cost/Day Person/Cost/Hour 
accommodation   $                         155.00   $                           15.50  

Standby rates   $                         200.00   $                           20.00  

Food  $                           60.00   $                             6.00  

 Cost/Day Cost/Hour 
Insurances   $                           73.08  $                             7.31  

 
Other Issues  
Current Issues are; 
Contract documents have not been signed by the Principal.  
Community Employment and Training 
Interested in Commercial Divers living on the island for casual employment.  
Time Performance 
Delays (post design review confirmation) have been due to; 

Date Task Cause Weeks 
delay 

Sept-Nov On site installation 
suspension 

MISC investigation of Capital works 
permit 

8 
weeks 

 
Progress Payments and Variations Summary 

• Third Progress payment has been paid. No outstanding invoices   
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Quality Assurance and Test Results 
• Pipe welding records to be submitted after beach and hill section completed 

• Anchor fabrication QA to submitted shortly  
 
Safety Issues 
WH&S Notice of Improvement Breach amended. BMQ cleared to continues dive operations.  

FINANCIAL & RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
1. That the council note and receive this report. 
2. That, subject to funding, Council approves a change to the existing gaseous chlorine dosing 

system to liquid chlorine including building works as outlined in this report. 
3. That, subject to funding, Council approves the upgrade pump stations to including where 

necessary, supply and install pumps, gantry trollies valves, pedestal, guide rails, riser pipes 
with in the well, installation of a flow meter and a upgrade of the electrical component’s and 
connection to council SCADA system as outlined in this report. 
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15 STAFF REPORTS - HUMAN SERVICES 

15.1 NEW YEARS EVE EVENT 

Author: Executive Manager of Finance and Human Services 
Attachments: Nil 
  

PURPOSE (EXECUTIVE SUMMARY) 
To provide Council feedback on the New Years Eve Event from Mornington Island stakeholders 
and consider any changes for following events. 

BACKGROUND & PREVIOUS COUNCIL CONSIDERATION 
Council’s CEO has sought feedback on the recent event due to the low turnout of the Mornington 
community (estimates of 150-200 participants with 80-90% being young children under 13 years of 
age). The event commenced at approximately 5.30pm culminating in a fireworks display at 8.00pm 
and again at midnight. 
PCYC had music and lights running inside the centre and Council had music outside along with a 
BBQ. Mission Australia arranged face painting activities for the children. Largely the children in 
attendance were very good, until a small crew starting being unruly, hence the closure of the 
PCYC. There were also some intoxicated adults in attendance which did give rise for concerns 
during the evening.   
 
Comments have been received from the following stakeholders;  
Council’s CEO – Frank Mills 
The recent new year’s eve was my sixth one on Mornington Island and from my perspective, the fireworks 
and community celebration held at the community centre (PCYC) was the least impressive and for some 
reason/s did not capture or engage the majority of the community (other than a significant number of young 
children). 
 
What this indicates to me, is that collectively we have a lot of work to do in the events management/conduct 
space.  Hence, I am reaching out and seeking your advice, input, feedback and constructive criticism on how 
we can improve in this space to make sure future events capture the audience intended. 
 
 
Farrah Linden 
Program Manager 
Gununa Bidngen Nywerrwe (Mornington Island Women’s Place) 
 
I firmly believe that we need a events committee that is made up of dedicated persons and the invite for 
anyone else who maybe interested in particular days or events be allowed to attend. As long as we have a 
core group I think this is the way forward.  
 
To me this would include; NAIDOC, Reconciliation Week, Closing the Gap, Memorial, White Ribbon (and any 
other DV event for which there are many through out the year and with the number of services who work 
along those lines there should be no excuse for more community awareness/education etc), youth activities 
and events and so forth 
 
Xmas and New Years activities are definitely included and should be better and more engaging for the whole 
community but lets face facts – most of the community are partying early so that stops them from coming 
along. More entertainment maybe required. 
 
Everything is usually planned at the last moment.  
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Here is a heads up with dates of significant events etc that can be tabled if you want at the council meeting 
along with this matter 
 
Please note that some dates are a little off due to the new 2020 dates not yet being available but it’s a start. 
Regards, 
 
 
Harm Singh 
Acting Sergeant – Relief Branch Manager PCYC 
 
I was present at the PCYC on NYE until after the midnight fireworks.  I have only been here a short few 
weeks and leave tomorrow, but can provide the following notes and feedback from my observations: 
 

• During this holiday period I have had very limited PCYC staff (2) – their role is to supervise youth 
and PCYC activities.  They are civilian staff and not Police Officers.  My role is also the same 
(supervise youth and youth activities) including also being responsible for the safekeeping of the 
PCYC facility and grounds.   

• Our (PCYC) role is not to supervise adults or to keep public order at events such as this.  We as 
PCYC were willing to help Shane and his fellow volunteering Council colleagues by providing a 
venue (barbeque at the front of the PCYC) especially given the fireworks are held out on our field, 
while we held activities for youth within the PCYC facility 

• Shane and his colleagues did a great job at the BBQ with music outside - we had a great turnout of 
approx. 200+ people (mix of adults/youth with crowd behaviour seemingly pleasant) at the BBQ 
between the 6-8pm period; Additionally I had a good crowd of youth inside the PCYC enjoying 
separate music and lights etc 

• Unfortunately after the 8pm fireworks the large crowd numbers returned to the BBQ area and started 
to flow into the PCYC – there were simply far too many people for my limited staff numbers to 
maintain safety and supervision; additionally I had adults coming inside the PCYC, including some I 
observed as intoxicated; I was also observing small groups of people loitering and congregating 
inside venue.  The environment I sensed at that time was such that I deemed the risk of public 
disorder to be far too high in and around the PCYC therefore I made the decision to close the PCYC 
building itself at approx. 8.30pm 

o My feedback here would be if you would like to run a NYE event and festivities that attract 
and maintain large crowds, sufficient staffing and resources need to be allocated, along with 
entertainment, events and activities for attendees. By resources I would suggest:  More staff 
running more entertainment/activities; Hiring of security to supervise the event for when the 
crowds do attend; Requesting Police for a special operation that would be tasked specifically 
to the event (S/Sgt HILL can advise further – local General Duties Police attended the event 
but could not remain here continuously as they must maintain Police presence across town)  

• It was my intention,  given crowd numbers and behaviour, to keep the venue open up until the 
midnight fireworks to allow for youth to stay occupied and enjoy the festivities safely however it is not 
my responsibility to account for entertainment for adults and the associated public safety 
requirements that would entail 

• The BBQ continued for about another half an hour after I closed the PCYC building, and in the 
interest of public and PCYC safety I maintained my presence outside the facility and assisted Shane 
with the BBQ.  I observed a large amount of the crowd disperse and by approx. 9.45pm I observed 
there were a small number of well behaved adults and a large number of very young youth so 
reopened the PCYC to allow for youth to play some sports while awaiting the new year fireworks – I 
subsequently had a constant stream of youth reattend however my PCYC youth were well behaved 
and rest of the night was very pleasant.  I closed the PCYC just before the midnight fireworks 
commenced 

• In summary as a PCYC our role is to provide youth with activities and entertainment, and a safe 
environment in which to do it – not to run and be responsible for an event for the entire 
community.  Given the staff and resources available, Shane, his colleagues, and my PCYC staff did 
the best they were able to for this event. 

 
I hope this feedback helps, if you wish to ask me any specific questions please feel free to email me directly 
otherwise Darren BLACK will be the new relieving branch manager for any further enquiries, he will arrive 
here in several days. 
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Adam Hill 
Acting Senior Sergeant – Officer in Charge Mornington Island Police 
 
New Year’s was extremely quiet from our perspective. It seemed like a lot of people were not in town. This 
could explain why numbers were also down at this event. 
 
During our patrols we did have discussions with many families who were aware of the events at the PCYC 
but preferred to sit at home as a family and watch the fireworks from there. 
 
I acknowledge what Farrah has suggested in relation to a joint committee. This would be great but after my 
experience at numerous events on the Island it always seems to be the same two or three people that get 
lumped with the workload of this. Unfortunately a majority of the other organisations shut down over the 
Christmas and New Year period and all workers leave the island, so I see any committee would fall apart 
over this holiday period which doesn’t help our predicament. 
 
As Harm form the PCYC suggested, there does appear the need to be some type of security / crowd control 
at the PCYC for a large event like this. From my understanding I thought that there were 4 security officers 
that were supposed to be in attendance (I thought I saw this on the fireworks plan). I personally didn’t see 
them however this doesn’t mean that they were not there. The police do try and attend these events and get 
involved, as well as providing some type of security presence, however with the importance of performing 
early intervention in relation to alcohol and a few calls few service that we had we were unable to be at the 
PCYC at these key times. I believe the efforts of my team here in the early part of the evening went along 
way to ensuring less incidents and calls for service later in the evening. This has been done in the past, and 
will be necessary in the future on these particular busy days, so unfortunately we can’t guarantee our 
resources to be at these events all of the time. This perhaps could be an opening for Mr WILSON and his 
security business when it becomes fully operational? 
 
The police are very supportive of these community events and will provide any assistance we reasonably 
can to assist and ensure community safety. 
 

FINANCIAL & RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
The event cost Council in the vicinity of $27,000 as detailed below, and if held in future with the 
added costs of security would increase to nearly $30,000. 
 
Fireworks (including accommodation & flights)  $24,000.00 
BBQ (sausages, burgers, bread, etc)      $1500.00 
Staff time (Sport, Recreation & Events Manager)    $1100.00 
Other Staff (volunteers)                 Nil 
Security Officers (reqd in future – based on 4)    $2400.00   
 
The bulk of this cost is for 14 minutes of fireworks. Local Government Council’s do provide 
fireworks display as “public goods” for the community. They do this often on the basis of improving 
economic activity within the wider community.  There is no doubt this works in major metropolitan 
areas where businesses surrounding the event get a lot of indirect benefit. Sydney City Council 
estimates their $7M investment would yield an indirect benefit to other businesses of $156M.  
However for Mornington the benefit cannot be thought of as economic benefit, it arguably is a 
social benefit. Council should consider whether the cost for the event provides enough social 
benefit given the low number of community residents in attendance.  
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
That Council consider the feedback provided and propose any changes for future events. 
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15.2 COMMUNITY LIQUOR PERMIT (CLP) EVENTS  

Author: Sport, Recreation and Events Manager 
Attachments: Nil 
  

PURPOSE (EXECUTIVE SUMMARY) 
This report provides Council an update on the last CLP event which had an array of issues.  

BACKGROUND & PREVIOUS COUNCIL CONSIDERATION 
Building Site 
 
Before the last event commenced there were concerns being aired by the Executive Manager 
Infrastructure that the venue was not conducive to such an event. His words were “the building is 
not certified and is unsafe for public usage”. As the Lelka Murrin facility is a “building site” it should 
not be utilised for activities that compromise the building site. Whilst this is a different view than 
presented by other officers previously, the site is certainly a higher risk now that more 
refurbishment work is being undertaken and as such Council is advised to heed the advice.  
 
Change of Event 
Community Liquor Permit event held on the 14th of December 2019. Originally this was to be a 
small Council staff attendance only. Changing it to a community wide event placed stress higher up 
the logistics chain in the following ways: 
 

• No store in Cairns carries Bundaberg Mid Strength rum or Jack Daniels One standard in 
suitable quantities at such notice. These are the two most highly sought drinks but none of 
the Cairns stores keep great amounts of stock. 

• 2 separate stores had to be utilised which caused communication problems with couriers 
and the stores – Orders of this size go through central corporate in Sydney, however the 
stores only receive the order, no communication. 

• Carpentaria Freight were very accommodating in delaying the truck to leave so that the 
alcohol pallets (3) could depart. 

 
Summary of the Event 

• Approximately 280 people attended over the night, well down on normal but all the school 
in particular are not on island. 

• There were no ejections. I did ban two people from service but they were not ejected. 
• The cold room ceased working at 5pm and requires refrigeration specialists who have been 

booked. It does not work at all currently, therefore there is no cold room in the Tavern. 
• Consumption on the night was down as would be expected given the smaller number of 

attendees. 
• I had two new people in the bar, one from Bynoe and Kati from MSC who both worked very 

well and hard. 
• I had to increase the payment to bar staff to $300 store vouchers as I was struggling to get 

any interested. I had contacted both Mt Isa and Cairns employment hire agencies who 
suggested over the phone it would be in the order of $2500 + flights and accommodation 
per staff at short notice.  

• The youth after the event are a continual problem hassling whom ever is still there. 
• There were originally 20 cartons to return, which decreased to 8 after theft. 
• No changes are necessary or suggested to the permit itself, but security and safety of the 

site is a major issue. 
• I would suggest we hire two security until midnight for the future and continue with the 

special service police until all staff have left the premises. 
 
Incidents after the Event 
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• Just after 11pm on the night of the event approximately 40 youth entered the tavern yard. 
On trying to lead them away they began to stone me, the largest that hit me was the size of 
half a brick. 

• At the same time another group was able to enter the front kiosk gate by opening the latch 
bolt – which I thought was secure. I had placed my tray of change on the table in 
preparation for my exit. 

• They made off with approximately $2000 in small notes and change. 
• The police were called immediately, 4 youths later arrested and 2 charged. 
• 2 nights later a further group of youths were able to break into the tavern and make off with 

as many as 250 cans of alcohol. The most disturbing part of this is the door used to make 
the escape can only be opened with a Master key from the inside or outside. It is not 
possible to open this door in any other way and it was not left open as I had checked the 
day before. 

 
Future Events - Issues to be remedied / considered 

1. Whilst the site is a “building site”, Council are advised no events should be held. 
2. Keys and locks on all doors for the facility will need to be changed due to the concerns over 

masterkey access. 
3. Fencing of the site is likely to be raised for any future permits issued. Whilst the current 

fencing has been repaired, given the ease with which the complex can be broken into – 
fencing that increases the control on the environment maybe required. 

4. The cold room is being addressed as part of the Lelka Murrin refurbishment. 
5. RSA staffing / marshalling has been largely on a volunteer basis to date (albeit some have 

received vouchers for payment). This is unlikely to continue as it’s the same people each 
event. Dedicated staff have to be part of future event planning who can undertake these 
functions as part of their normal duties. 

6. Security presence will need to increase for future events (including a few hours afterwards) 
7. Children, youths socialising nearby should be considered as to how best to remedy. 

FINANCIAL & RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
Note that it was very difficult to secure staff for the night.  
  

Expenses 
 

Income 
Alcohol 6884.7 Total Eft and 

Cash 
12868 

Additional 
staffing 

1800 
  

Raiders 
staffing 

400 
  

RSA Training 0 
  

PCYC Bus 
and Chairs 

0 
  

Security 1092 
  

Police 847 
  

Dan Murphy's 
Freight 

75 
  

Wristbands 87 
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Sausages 
and meat 
(taken from 
surplus for 
event that did 
not happen in 
December) 

0 
  

Bread 500 
  

Marker Pens 42 
  

Return 
Freight 

600 
  

 
12327.7 

 
12868   

Profit 540.3 
 

Due to the theft and increase in voucher payments the profit was well down on normal takings. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
That Council provide advice and direction regarding postponing future Community Liquor Permit 
events until the renovations on Lelka Murrin are complete and the building is licenced and fit for 
purpose. 
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16 GENERAL BUSINESS  
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17 CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS   

 
 
 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
That Council considers the confidential report(s) listed below in a meeting closed to the public in 
accordance with Section 275 of the Local Government Act 2009: 
17.1 December 2019 ordinary meeting of Council confidential agenda items for resolution 
This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 275(h) of the Local Government Act, and 
the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open meeting would, on balance, be 
contrary to the public interest as it deals with business for which a public discussion would be likely 
to prejudice the interests of the local government or someone else, or enable a person to gain a 
financial advantage. 
17.2 Executive Manager of Infrastructure Services - termination of employment 
This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 275(a) of the Local Government Act, and 
the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open meeting would, on balance, be 
contrary to the public interest as it deals with the appointment, dismissal or discipline of 
employees. 
17.3 DRFA - Koppens Claim 1 
This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 275(e) of the Local Government Act, and 
the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open meeting would, on balance, be 
contrary to the public interest as it deals with contracts proposed to be made by Mornington Shire 
Council. 
17.4 Development Options Analysis - Lots 925 & 926 between Lardil Street and Wengka 

Street - Mornington Island. 
This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 275(g) of the Local Government Act, and 
the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open meeting would, on balance, be 
contrary to the public interest as it deals with any action to be taken by the local government under 
the Planning Act, including deciding applications made to it under that Act. 
17.5 Councillors Fees Overpayment 
This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 275(e) of the Local Government Act, and 
the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open meeting would, on balance, be 
contrary to the public interest as it deals with contracts proposed to be made by Mornington Shire 
Council. 
17.6 Disaster Recovery Funding Arrangements - Koppens Developments Pty Ltd - 2019 

Claim number 2 for approval. 
This matter is considered to be confidential under Section 275(e) of the Local Government Act, and 
the Council is satisfied that discussion of this matter in an open meeting would, on balance, be 
contrary to the public interest as it deals with contracts proposed to be made by Mornington Shire 
Council.  
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18 NEXT MEETING 

19 CLOSURE 


